
Warm ups and agility training 

 

Why warm up?- 

- Prep the body-body control 

- Injury prevention- 

- Mental preparation- -“Train and warm up the way you will play” 

Agility could probably be best described by the ability to control the body 

Time is a precious commodity 

With that said: Don’t want our warm up to eat up our time BUT at the same time you 
MUST do it! 

Injury prevention through better Body Control 

Multidirectional speed encompasses so many abilities of the body.  
You must have acceleration, deceleration, quickness, speed, reactivity, and body 
control.  
 

.Skill sets-series of cues to help our athletes remember their 

positions. 

“Getting in the tunnel”-Allows you to be ready to control your 1st and 2nd movement. 

1.Feet forward ankles-load the ankles  
2. Knee’s over toes 
3. Hips back 
4. Shoulder blades back-“pinch a bean” 
(Now you’re ready to perform”) 

Lateral Movements 

a. Lateral Shuffle-great push off, great angles to push off, great recovery 

b. Lateral Gait Cycle 

c. Cross over Run-stay level, feet outside the shoulder. 

 

Linear Movements-Plyo step- “quick starts” 

 

 

 



 

Here a list of some basic exercises I often use to guide my athlete through better body 
control.  

-Skills not drills- 

(We use certain drills to help our skills) 

-Slow the drills down so the athlete positions himself perfectly. 

Agility Ladder Skills-You can use a speed ladder or sticks! 

Two Cone Lateral Cone Runs-cutting drill-emphasize body control  

Spatial Orientation Drills – 

a. 1/4 turn,1/2 turn,3/4 etc. “Stick the landing” 
b. Single leg  swing then rotate inward to  “stick the landing” 

If using them in a warm up then you will reduce the load: 

2 to 3 sets of 10 seconds or 5 to 10 reps (depends on the exercise). 

 

Agility drills are all over the place.  

Do the skill correctly ; then add your drills! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The skinny on Warm up and Agility Skill’s.  

If possible, each session /or warm up should have linear, lateral, and a rotational 
component.  he drills I mentioned above is you will get all three planes of movement 
with most of them. Anytime you have to control a movement, such as rotation, you are 
in essence training that movement. 

In order for the athlete to move efficiently we look at certain restrictions and work 
on correcting those first.  

(ankle mobiity, hip mobility, shoulder r.o.m.) 

 

Team 180 Warm up. 

     Format- 

a. Mobility-“dynamic flexibility” – spiderman crawl’s,etc 

       b.    Body Positioning- Spatial Orientation Drills – 

1. 1/4 turn,1/2 turn,3/4 etc. “Stick the landing” * 
2. Single leg leg swing and “rotate and stick the landing” 

          *If using them in a warm up then you will reduce the load (sets and reps) and 
 if  you were to use it as a workout then increase the sets and reps: 

3. Technique  

 

1. Jog Forward, Jog backward, lunge with Rotation moving forward  x 3 
2. Skip forwards, skip backwards, lateral lunge, lateral lunge 
3. Shuffle to Lateral shuffle with cross over step Shuffle to lateral shuffle cross over, 

lateral shuffle to cross over, 
4. Linear or lateral  or both (Ladder drills, cone drills, etc) 
5. Triangle cone drill, 5-5-5 drill, box drill….and 100’s more 

 

 

 Row 1 Cones ___________20yards_____________ Row 2 Cones 
Athlete Row 1 X  X 
Athlete Row 2 X  x 
Athlete Row 3 X  X 
Athlete Row 4 X  X 
Athlete Row 5 X  X 
Athlete Row 6 X  X 


